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For a given nonlinear discrete system together with nonlinear boundary condi- 
tions we use Newton’s iterative scheme and provide sufficient conditions for its 
convergence to the unique solution. Then, the computational aspects of this 
iterative method on a floating point system are discussed. This includes necessary 
and sufftcient conditions for the convergence of the Approximate Newton’s method, 
an oscillatory state, and the stopping criterion. To make the analysis widely 
applicable all the results are proved component-wise ( 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTR~DUCTJ~N 
This is in continuation with our study of constructive methods for the 
discrete boundary value problem 
v(c+ 1) = g(4 y(t)), t E I, , (1.1) 
fC.Yl=O, (1.2) 
where y and g(t, y) are n dimensional vectors, I, is the set of discrete 
points (0, 1, . . . . N-C co}, f[~] is an operator from E(Z,) into R”, and 
B(Z,V) is the space of all real n-vector functions defined on I,V. For the 
boundary value problem ( l.l), (1.2) in [S] we have obtained necessary and 
suffkient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions; for- 
mulated several initial value methods; and provided sufficient conditions 
for the convergence of Picard’s and the Approximate Picard’s methods. The 
purpose of this paper is to generate Newton’s iterative sequence for the 
problem (l.l), (1.2) and provide sufficient conditions for its convergence to 
the unique solution. We also discuss in detail the construction of this 
sequence on a floating point system. This includes necessary and suffkient 
conditions for the convergence of the Approximate Newton’s method, 
sufficient conditions for an oscillatory state, and the stopping criterion. 
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Although several results in the discrete case are similar to those already 
known in the continuous case, the adaptation from the continuous to the 
discrete case is not direct but requires some special devices. In addition, the 
existence and uniqueness of the continuous boundary value problems do 
not imply the same for their discrete analogs. Therefore, in the last few 
years a large number of papers have been devoted to the study of discrete 
boundary value problems, e.g., [2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16-181, also see the 
monographs [ 10, 131. 
It is well understood that when working with generalized normed spaces 
for the systems, one achieves better qualitative as well as quantitative infor- 
mation about the solutions than what can be inferred by considering the 
usual norms. In particular, the component-wise study enlarges the domain 
of existence and uniqueness of the solutions, weakens the convergence con- 
ditions for the iterative methods, and provides the sharper error estimates, 
e.g., [l, 4-7, 14, 15, 19-251. Therefore, to make the analysis widely 
applicable all the results in this paper are proved component-wise. 
2. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Throughout, we shall consider the inequalities between two vectors in R” 
component-wise whereas between two n x n matrices element-wise. The 
following well known properties of matrices will be used frequently without 
further mention. 
(1) For any square matrix A, lim, _ I; A” = 0 if and only if L)(A) < 1, 
where p(A) denotes the spectral radius of A. 
(2) For any square matrix A, (I-A)-’ exists and (I- A)F’ = 
C,“=O A” if p(A)< 1. Also, if A 30, then (I- A)-’ exists and is non- 
negative if and only if p(A) < 1. 
(3) If 06B6A and p(A)< 1, then p(B)< 1. 
(4) IfA>Othenp(3A)=3p(A)<l ifandonlyifp(2A(Z-A) ‘)<l. 
(5) (Toeplitz Lemma) For a given matrix A > 0 with p(A) < 1 we 
define the sequence IS”‘}, where s”‘= C:‘=0 A”~ ‘d’; m =O, 1, . . . . Then 
lim,,, - c P = 0 if and only if the sequence {d”‘) -+ 0. 
For ~$t)=(y,(t),...,~,,(t))~B(Z,) we shall denote by I+~(t)i= 
(Ir,(t)l, . . . . Iv,(t)l) and IIYII = (suP,,,,~ I~~,(t)l, . . . . supreIN Iv,(t)‘). The 
space B(Z,) equipped with this norm is a “generalized normed space” [ 11. 
If 4’~ R”, then obviously 4’~ B(I,), and hence lyl = l/y)1 = (1~~1, . . . . Iy,l). 
The same notations will be used for the n x n matrix valued functions also. 
Consider the linear difference system 
At+ l)=A(f) ~(t)+cb(t), fEIN I (2.1) 
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together with 
UYI =I, (2.2) 
where A(t) is an n x n matrix with elements u,(t), 1 d i, j< n; 4(t) is an 
n x 1 vector with components di(t), 1 d i < n; and L is a linear operator 
mapping B(I,) into R”, i.e., 1 E R”. 
In what follows we shall assume that A(t) and 4(t) are defined on I,. 
Further, we shall denote by Y(t) the fundamental matrix solution of the 
homogeneous difference system 
y(t+ l)=A(t)y(t), tez,-, (2.3) 
such that Y(0) = E (uinit matrix). Let G= L[ Y(t)] represent the n x n 
matrix whose column vectors are L[ /(t)], 1 6 id n, where y’(t) is the ith 
column vector of Y(t). 
LEMMA 2.1 [S]. If the matrix G is nonsingular, then (2.1), (2.2) has a 
unique solution y(t) and it can he represented as 
Y(f) = H,EQ(t)l + ff,Cll, (2.4) 
where H, is the linear operator mapping B(Z,,,) into itself such that 
H,C&t)l= Y(t)CIzb Y(s+ I)-‘d(s) 
Y(t) ‘1’ Y(s+ 1)-‘&s) , 
1 
(2.5) 
A=0 
and H, is the linear operator mapping R” into B(I,) such that 
H,[I] = Y(t) G ‘I. (2.6) 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function j(t) E B(1,) is called an approximate solu- 
tion of (1.1 ), (1.2) if there exist nonnegative vectors 6l and 6* such that for 
all FEZ,,_,, Ij(t+ l)-g(t, j(t))1 ~6’ and llf[j]Il <S*; i.e., there exist a 
function q(t) and a constant vector I’ such that j(t + 1) = g( t, j(t)) + r](t) 
and f[j]=f' with Iv(t)1 <6’ and IIl’I/ 66,. 
With respect to the boundary value problem (1.1 ), (1.2) each result we 
shall prove will require some for the following assumptions. 
(c,) There exists an approximate solution j(t). 
(c2) There exists an n x n matrix A(t) defined on I,,,, and a linear 
operator L mapping B(I,) into R” such that if Y(t) is the fundamental 
matrix solution of (2.3), then G = L[ Y(t)] is nonsingular. 
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Since the problem (1.1) (1.2) is the same as 
Y(t+ 1) = A(t) Y(f) + g(t3 v(t)) - A(f) Y(t), tEZ,-, 
UYI =Url -fCYI 
(2.7) 
if the condition (cz) is satisfied then from Lemma 2.1 it follows that (l.l), 
(1.2) is equivalent to the equation 
,dt)=H’Cdc l’(t))--A(Y) y(t)1 + ~*Cu-?11-fCV11. (2.8) 
Similarly, if (c,) and (c2) are satisfied then 
j(t) = ff’[g(f, m + tl(t) -4t) m + H*CLCA -.mi + 1111. (2.9) 
(cj) There exist nonnegative matrices M’ and M* such that 
/iN’Il GM’ and IIH’II GM’. 
(c4) The function g(t, y) is continuously differentiable with respect to 
y in I,-, x R” and g,,(t, y) represents the Jacobian matrix of g(t, y) with 
respect to y; F[y] is continuously Frechet differentiable in B(Z,,,) and 
Z$[ y] denotes the linear operator mapping B(Z,,,) into RN. 
(c5) There exist nonnegative matrices M3 and M4, and a positive 
vector r such that for all ~EZ,~, and y~S(j,r)= {y(f)eB(ZN): 
II Y- Yll d r}, Is,46 Y) - 4f)l d M3, and IlfJyl - Lll 6 M4. 
(c6) For all tEZN , andy,zES(V,r) 
where P= (po,) is a symmetric tensor of the third order with nonnegative 
components. (Obviously, if g is twice continuously differentiable with 
respect to y for all (t, y) E I,-- I x s( j, r) and all the second derivatives 
8*g,/dy, ay, are bounded there, then this condition is satisfied, with 
p& sup a2g, 
2 (r. v)tl,b I x(Slj.r) I I) aYjaY, .
(c,) For all y, z E s( y, r) 
IIfC~1-.fCzl-fvCzlC~-zlll~Q~ll~-zll~Ily-~ll~ (2.11) 
where Q = (qilr) is a symmetric tensor of the third order with nonnegative 
components. 
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3. NEWTON'S METHOD 
For the boundary value problem (1.1 ), (1.2) Newton’s method leads to 
the construction of the sequence { y”(t)} generated by the iterative scheme 
J m+‘(f+ l)=g(t, .r’“(t))+g,.(t, I”“(t))(?““+‘(t)-l’“l(r)) 
.f[~“]+f,,[L“7’][y”‘+‘-l’m]=0; 
(3.1) 
m = 0, 1, . . . . 
where y”(t) = j(t). In the following result we shall provide suffkient condi- 
tions so that this sequence { J’“(C)} indeed exists and converges to the 
unique solution of (1.1 ), (1.2). 
THEOREM 3.1. With respect to the boundary value problem ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) M’e 
assume that the conditions (c,)-(cs) are satisfied. Further, let p(3K) < 1, 
where K= M’M3 + M2M4 and r’ = (I- 3K)-‘(h4’6’ + M26*) < r. Then, 
the following hold 
(1) the sequence { y”‘(t) } obtained by (3.1) remains in s( j, r ’ ) 
(2) the sequence {y’“(t)} converges to the unique solution y*(t) of 
(l.l), (1.2) 
(3) a bound on the error involving the matrix K* = 2K(I- K) ’ is 
given by 
11 ym - y*lI d (K*)“‘(Z- K*) ’ 11~” - jll (3.2) 
6 (K*)“‘(Z- 3K) ‘(M’6’ + M2d2). (3.3) 
Proof: First we shall show that {~j”‘(t)} c s( J, r’). For this, on B(Z,) 
we define an implicit operator T as 
O(t) = ff’Cd& At)) + g,.(& ,r(r))(Mt)- l,(t)) - A(f) Ty(t)l 
+~2C~C~~l-.~C~l-f,~C~1C~~-~11 (3.4) 
whose form is patterned similar to that of (2.8) for (3.1). 
Since J(t) E s( j, r’), it suffices to show that if y(t) E s( j, r’), then 
Ty(t) E s( j, r’). For this, let y(t) E s( I,, y’), then from (2.9) and (3.4), we 
have 
Wt) - At) 
= ff’Cd6 v(f)) + g.,(t> Af))(Wt) - y(f)) - A(f) Wf) 
- A4 j(t)) -v(t) + A(t) AtI1 
+ H*CUQl -fCyl -fvC~lCTb ~1 -UYl +fCFl-1’1 
= ff’Cg(4 y(t)) - s(4 Y(f)) - A(t)(.Y(t) - y(t)) 
+ (sv(c At)) - A(f))(TNr) - AtI) - v(t)1 
+~2C-~fC~l-.fC1’1-~I~~-~l~-~f,C~1-~~C~~-~l-~’l 
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=H’ [I ; Cg,.(L Y(t)+~,(.Y(r)- I?(t)))--(t)](y(t)-S(t))de, 
-(.f~cIII-L)cT~-L’l-I’ 1 
and hence it follows that 
IlTy-jll 6M’[M311y-jl/ +M311Ty-yll +S’] 
+ M2[M4 114’ - jll + M4 11 Ty - yll + S’] 
~M'[2M311?;-rll+M311Ty-I;l/ +S'] 
+ M2[2M411y-?,/l +M41/Ty-jli +S'] 
=2K1ly-?'ll +zqITJ-jll +(M'6'+M26*), 
which is the same as 
Thus, we find that 
IIT~-~II~2K(Z-K)~'(Z-3K)~'(M'6'+M26*) 
+ (Z-K) '(M'd' + M2P) 
=(Z-K)~1[2K(Z-3K)~'+Z](M'6'+M262) 
=(z-K)y(z-K)(z-3K)~'(M'h'+M%2) 
=(z-3K)~'(M'b'+M2E'). 
(3.5) 
Therefore, II Ty - jll < r’ follows from the definition of r’. 
Next, we shall show the convergence of ( ym(t)}. From (3.1), in view of 
(3.4), we have 
Y m+1(t)- y”(t) 
=H’Cg(f, YYf))+ g,.(h y”(r))(4’m+1(t)-y’~(t)) 
-A(t)y”+‘(r)-g(t, y”‘-I(t))-gg,.(t, y”-‘(r)) 
X(Jqf)-ynT-l (f)) + A(t) v”(t)1 
+H'[L[y"'+' 1 -fCY”‘l -f;JY”ICYm+’ - Y”1 
-L[y”] +.f[y”‘-‘1 +f,[y”- ‘][yrn-.Yrn ‘11 
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= H’Cg(4 y”(t)) - g(4 Y” ‘(t)) - A(t)(y”(t) - .F l(t)) 
+ (g,.(t, Y”(t))-A(t))(Y”+‘(t)- y”‘(t)) 
- (g,.(c ? “-i(t))-A(r))(Jqt)-y’“- ‘(t))] 
+H2[-(f[4’“1]-f[1?“1~‘]-L[4(m-y))l~’]) 
-(f,[y”‘]-L)[y”f’-y”‘--‘I 
+ (.f,.cY’“-’ ] -L)[y”- y’” ‘11 (3.6) 
and hence, as earlier in (3.5), it follows that 
II Y * + 1 - y”‘11 
6M’[M311ym-ym-‘II +M3~lyn7+‘-ymII +M’~Iy”‘-ym ‘II] 
+M2[M4/Iym-yn’-‘I~ +M411ym+‘-yn’l~ +bz4/1ywt-yn ‘II] 
=2KIIym-ym-~‘lI +KIIy*+‘-y*//, 
which is the same as 
II Y *+‘-y*ll~ZK(z-~)~~‘~/y~‘-y*~ ‘II. 
Thus, by an easy induction, we get 
II Y *+‘-ym~l~(2K(z-K)-‘)“‘~~y’-y0~~. (3.7) 
However, since 3p(K)< 1 implies that p(2K(Z-K))‘)< 1, from (3.7) it is 
clear that {y”(t)} is a Cauchy sequence, and therefore converges to some 
y*(t)~S(j, r’). This y*(t) is the unique solution of (1.1) (1.2) and can 
easily be verified. 
The error bound (3.2) follows from (3.7) and the triangle inequality 
a- ’ 
<(K*)“-C (K*)‘IlY’-?ll 
,=O 
< (K*)“(l- K*) - ’ I/ y’ - j/l 
and now taking the limit as p + co. 
Finally, from (3.5) we have 
Y’(f) - At) = fmg.v(~~ j(t)) - A(f))(Y’(f) - .F(t)) - v(t)1 
+~2c-~f~~cYl-~~cY’-Yl-~11 
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II Y’ - jll 6 M’ CM3 II y’ - jll + 6’]+ M2[M4 11 y’ - jll + S’], 
which is the same as 
11 y’ - jll d (Z-K) ‘(WC?’ + M%*). (3.8) 
Using this inequality in (3.2) and the fact that (I-K*))‘(Z-K))‘= 
(I- 3K))‘, the required estimate (3.3) follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
conditions (c6) and (c,) be satisfied. Then, the following holds 
II Y m+‘-ym~I~H.IIym-ym~‘II.~Iym-ym~‘/l, (3.9) 
where H=(I-K)~‘(M’P+M*Q) is a tensor of the third order with 
nonnegative components. 
Proof: From (3.6), we have 
Y “‘l(t)-yyt) 
= H’Cg(t, y”(t)) - s(t, Y”- ‘(t)) - gvtt, y”- ‘(t))(y”(t) - Y”- ‘(t)) 
+ (g,,(4 u”(t)) -A(t))(y”+ l(t) - Y”(t))1 
+~2C-~fCyml-fCym-‘1-f,~C~m~11Cym-ym~’l~ 
-(fvCY”1-~)CY”+‘-y”ll. 
Thus, on using the given hypotheses and the fact that { y”} G s( j, r’), we 
get 
II Y m+‘-ymlI 
<M’[P. IIy”- y”-’ II ~IIY”-Y*~‘II +~311Ym+‘-Yml11 
+~2[Q~IIy”-y”~‘I/~IIy”-y”-‘Il+M411ym+’-).ml11 
=(M’P+M2Q)~~~ym-ym~‘/~~~~ym-ym~‘/~+KIIym+’-ymll, 
which is the same as (3.9). 
Remark 3.1. In view of (3.7) and (3.8) the inequality (3.9) can be 
written as 
II Y m+l- ~“11 < H.[(K*)“-‘(I-K)-‘(M16’+M26*)] 
. [(iv*)“-‘(I-K)-‘(M’6’+M26*)]. (3.10) 
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4. APPROXIMATE NEWTON'S METHOD 
In Theorem 3.1 the conclusion (2) ensures that the sequence {JJ”(~)) 
generated by the Newton’s scheme (3.1) converges to the unique solution 
I,*([) of the problem (1.1) (1.2). However, in practical evaluation this 
sequence is approximated by the computed sequence, say, {x”‘(f) 1. To find 
X m + ‘(t) the function g is approximated by g’“, and the operator ,f by ,f”. 
Therefore, the computed sequence { .P( t ) > satisfies the recurrence relation 
.Y ~‘+‘(r)=~‘[g”‘(t,x”‘(t))+g:‘(t,x’~’(t))(x’”+’(f)-~x”‘(t)) 
-‘4(t)x”‘+ (t)] + zf*[L[x”‘+ ‘1 -J”“[x”q 
-,f:“[x’7’][x”r+ ’ ~ x”‘]]; m = 0, 1, . . . . (4.1) 
where x0( t ) = y’(t) = j(t). 
With respect to g” andf’“, we shall assume that the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(d,) For all (t, y)~Z.v 1 = S( j, v) the function g”‘(t, y) is con- 
tinuously differentiable with respect to J, and IgT(t, y) - A(t)1 d M3. Also, 
for all ~EI,-, and ,X?(C) obtained from (4.1) the inequality 
Ig(t, x”(t)) - g”‘(t, x”(t))l d MS Ig(t, x’“(r))1 (4.2) 
holds, where MS is an n x n nonnegative matrix with p(M’) < 1. 
(d,) For all y E s( j, r), ,f”[ 4’1 is continuously Frechet differentiable 
and ilf;[ y] - LII 6 M4. Also, for y”‘(t) obtained from (4.1) the inequality 
IISC~PI -.f”‘C-Pill d Mb IlfC.Plll (4.3) 
holds, where M6 is an n x n nonnegative matrix with p(~~) < 1. 
Inequalities (4.2) and (4.3) correspond to the relative error in 
approximating g and f by g’” and f”, respectively. Further, since P(M~), 
p(M6) < 1 these inequalities provide that 
Ig(t, x”‘(t))l < (z-M5)-‘Ig”‘(t, ,P(f))l (4.4) 
and 
Il.fC-4 /I G (I- Mb) ’ llf”C.x”‘l II. (4.5) 
THEOREM 4.1. With respect to the boundary value problem ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) M’e 
assume that the conditions (c,)-(c,), (d,) and (d2) are satisfied. Further, let 
p(k) < 1, where 
k= (Z-K) ‘[2K+ M’M5(M’ + sup IA(t)/) + M2M6(M4+ llL11)] 
/El,% , 
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and 
?=(I-K)-‘(Z-K) -‘[M’6’+M262+M’M5(z-M5)~ ’ 
x sup IgO(t, j(t))1 +M’M6(1-M6)P1 Il.fO[y]l~] 6r. 
rtI\, I 
Then, the following hold 
( 1) all the conclusions ( l)-(3) qf Theorem 3.1 hold 
(2) the sequence {x”(t)} obtained from (4.1) remains in s( j, r’) 
(3) the sequence (x”(t)} converges to y*(t) the solution of 
(l.l), (1.2) ifand only {flim,,,,, a”‘=O, where 
an1 = ll,ym + ' (t)-H'[g(t,x"(t))+g,.(t,x"'(t))(x'"+'(t)-x"'(t)) (4.6) 
-A(t)x’“+’ (t)]-H2[-J‘[,~~‘]-~fi.[X’n][X~~+’-.~~~]+L[x’~+’]]ll 
and, also 
11 y* - xm + ’ 11 d(z-K)-~‘[M’M5(z--5)~’ sup Ig”(t, .u’“(t))l (4.7 1 
f E I,\ I 
+ WW(Z- Mb)-’ llf”[x”]~l + 2KIlx”+ -x”‘lI]. 
Proof. Since k>2(Z-ZCP’K, p(k)< I implies that p(2K(Z-K)-‘) 
< 1, which in turn implies that p(3K) < 1, and obviously 
r* 3 [I- 2K(Z- K) ‘1 ‘(I- K) ‘(M’S’ + M*6*) 
= (I- 3ZCp1(M’6’ + M*d*) = r’ 
the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and conclusion (1) follows. 
To prove (2), we note that j(r) E s( j, r’), and from (2.9) and (4.1) we 
find 
x’(t) - At) = HICgO(t, 7(t)) - g(t, j(r)) + (gll(t, y(t)) - Ai t)) 
~~~‘~~~-~~~~~-rl~~~l+~*C-~(f°C~~l-~S[-~l~ 
-(f~[4’]--)[x’-r]-l’] 
and hence 
IW- jll d M’CM5 sup lg(t, jqt))l + M’~Ix’ - 511 +6’] 
IEI1;-, 
+ M2CM6 II SC .Fl II + M4 llx’ - 711 + 6’1, 
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which in view of (4.4) and (4.5) implies that 
11x’- jll < (I-K)-‘[M’d’ + M2d2 
+ M’W(Z-w-’ sup IgO(t, y(t))1 
r t I.\ I 
+M2M6(z-M6)-’ ~lgO[j]l~] 
< r*. 
Now we assume that x”(t) E s( j, r2) and will show that 
~~+l(t)~S(j, r*). From (2.9) and (4.1), we have 
x”“(l)-j(t)=H’[g”(t,x”(t))-g(t,x”(t)) 
+ s(t, x”(t)) - s(c I?(f)) - A(t)(xrn(t) - I?(t)) 
+(g:‘(t,x”(t))-A(t))(x”+‘(t)-L’(t)) 
- (sYYc x”(t)) - 4t))b”(t) - y(f)) - v(t)1 
+ H2[ -(f”[x’“] -f[X”]) 
- (fCxrnl -fCd - LCX” - A) 
- (f;[x*] - L)[x”+ ’ - jq 
+(f:‘[x”]-L)[x”-1’1-1’1 
and hence 
lb ‘n+‘-yll dM’[W s UP Ig(t, x”(t))l + M3 IW - jll ltlr-, 
+M3/IXm+‘-yll+M3//Xm-~I/+~‘] 
+ M2[M6 jlf[x”]II + M4 IIXrn - jll + M4 ~Ixm+ ’ - 911 
+ M4 11x* - +jll + S’]. 
However, since 
Id4 Xrn(f))l G I Ah x”(t)) - s(r, y(f)) - A(f)(X”(f) - j(c))l 
+ Id4 .v(t))l + IA( IXrn(f) - j(t)1 
d M311Xrn- Yll + (I-My’ sup IgO(t, y(t))1 
lEl&, 
+ sup I‘4Ct)l 11x*- A I E IN , 
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and, similarly 
IlfC-f7 II 6 M411Xrn -YIl+(~-~6)-‘IlfoCylIl+II~II IW-jll 
it follows that 
(Z-K) lIX’n+’ - jll d M1[M5(M3 + sup IA(t) 2M3] I/Xrn -- jq 
I E I,v , 
+M’[M5(z-M5)-’ sup IgO(t, j(t))] -6’1 
1 t h I 
+ M2[M6(M4 + IILII) + 2M4] 11x* - jll 
+ M2[M6(Z- M6) ’ Ilf”[ jq + S’] 
d (I- K) lb’ + (I- K)(Z- k) r2 
= (Z-K) Y2. 
Thus, /Ixm + ’ - jll < r* and this completes the proof of the conclusion (2). 
Next we shall prove (3). From the definitions of y” + l(t) and x”’ + ‘(t) in 
(3.1) and (4.1), we have 
.J’ *+‘(z)-x*+‘(t) 
= -~um+‘(t)+H’[g(t,xm(t))+g,,(t,xm(t))(xm+’(t)-xm(t)) 
-AA(t)x (t)] + H2[L[x”f1] -f[X”] 
-jJx”][x”f’-x*1] 
+ ff’Cg(c y”(t)) - s(c x”(t)) - A(t)(y”(t) - x”(t)) 
+ (&(L Y”(t))-A(t))(y”+‘(t)-Y”(t)) 
- (sAt, x”(t)) - A(t))(-x”+ ‘(?I - xrn(t))l 
+~2C-(fCYml-.fC~ml-JxYm-~ml) 
-~f~cY”1-~~cY”+‘-Y’“1 
+(f,Jx*]-L)[x*+‘-x*1] 
and hence 
II Y *+I - xm + ’ jl 
~Uam+M1[M311y*-x*ll +M311ym+‘- y”// +M3(Ixm+‘--Xmll] 
+M2CM411 yrn-xrnll +M4/lym+’ - y”ll +M411xm+’ -x*11] 
da”+KIIy”-.q +zqy*+‘- y”II 
+K(llx”+‘- ym+lll + llym+‘- y”ll + lIyrn-x”ll), 
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which implies that 
II Y 
,n + I -XI>*+ ’ 11 < (Z-K) ‘u”’ + K* 11 y”’ - .Y// + K* I/ ?,“’ + ’ - y”il. 
Thus, from (3.7) we find that 
II Y m + I _ ,p + 1 I/ < [(I-K)~‘a”‘+(K*)“‘+‘Ijy’-y”l/]+K*IIy’”-.~”/I. 
Using the fact that 11~’ -x”il =O, the above inequality gives 
II J 
I?, + I 
- x “‘+‘I/ 6 f (K*)‘” ‘[(Z-K) ‘a’+ (K*)‘+’ III” -y’/l]. 
,=O 
Thus, from the triangle inequality, we have 
,,I 
11 y* _ ,y + ’ 11 6 c (K*)“’ ‘(I-K)- ‘a’+ (m + l)(K*)“‘+ ’ /I JJ’ - JI’~/ 
,=o 
+ IIy*-ym+‘II. (4.8) 
In (4.8), Theorem 3.1 ensures that lim,,, ~ 11 I’* - .$“+‘/I =O, and since 
p(K*)<l, lim,,,[(m+ l)(K*)“‘+’ // y’ - JJ”II ] = 0. Thus, the condition 
lim, + x a”‘= 0 is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of the 
sequence {.P( t)} to y*(t) and follows from the Toeplitz lemma. 
Finally, we shall prove (4.7). For this, we have 
y*(f)-xm+’ (t)=H’[g(t, J’*(t))-g(t,x”‘(t))-A(t)(y*(t)-x”l(t)) 
+ g( t, x”‘(r)) - g’“( t, xy 2)) 
-(g:“(t,x”‘(t))-A(t))(x”‘+‘(t)-x’n(t))] 
+ zP[ - (f’[ y*] -f[x”‘] - L[ I’* - x”l]) 
- (f[x”l] -f”“[x”z]) + (J’yyx”‘] - L)[x”‘+’ -x”‘]] 
and hence 
I/y*-Xn7+‘/1 
d M’[M’ 1/y* - xy”‘// + M5(Z- MS) ’ sup lg”(t, x”‘(t))1 
f t I,v , 
+ M3 /lxm+ ’ - X’y] + M*[kqy* -xrn/l 
+M6(r-M6)~~111fm[Xm]lI +M41/xn’+‘-xml/] 
<KIly*-x”+’ /I + M’W(Z- w-’ sup Ig”(t, xrn(t))l 
rEIy , 
+ M2M6(Z- Mh) ’ lI,f”‘[x’“]II + 2KIIx"'+ ’ -x”‘II, 
which is the same as (4.7). 
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In our next result we shall need the following conditions. 
(d,)’ Condition (d,) holds with inequality (4.2) replaced by 
Ig(t, x”(t)) - g”‘(t, x”‘(t))1 < r3, (4.9) 
where r3 is a nonnegative vector. 
(d2)’ Condition (d,) holds with inequality (4.2) replaced by 
~lf[x’y -f”‘[Y] 11 < r4, (4.10) 
where r4 is a nonnegative vector. 
Inequalities (4.9) and (4.10) correspond to the absolute error in 
approximating g and f by g”’ and f "*. 
THEOREM 4.2. With respect to the boundary value problem ( 1.1) ( 1.2) u’e 
assume that the conditions (c, )-(c,), (d,)‘, and (d,)’ are satisfied. Further, 
let p(3K)< 1, and 
Then, the following hold 
(1) all the conclusions ( l)-(3) qf‘ Theorem 3.1 hold 
(2) the sequence (x”‘(t)} obtainedfrom (4.1) remains in s(j, r5) 
(3) the condition lim,, _ 3L a”’ = 0 is necessary and sufficient for the 
convergence of {.x”(t)} to the solution y*(t) of (1.1) (1.2) where the am are 
defined in (4.6); and 
Proof The proof is contained in Theorem 4.1. 
5. OSCILLATORY STATE 
When the sequence {x”(t)} from (4.1) is constructed on a floating point 
system, then the mutual distance of two distinct xm( t) cannot be smaller 
than a certain fixed positive constant. If the conditions of Theorem 4.1 or 
Theorem 4.2 are satisfied, then from the conclusion (2) the number of 
distinct x”(t) must be finite. Thus, it is necessary that 
Xm+“(t)=xm(t) (5.1) 
JO9 lhh’?-I7 
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for a certain m and a positive integer p. Also, once (5.1) has happened, 
then ~~+“+~(t)=.~~‘+l’(t); v=O, 1, . Hence, the sequence {x’“(t)~ 
oscillates, taking p values 
x”‘(t), x”‘+‘(t), . ..) x’ir+J’ ‘(1). (5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the conditions qf Theorem 4.1 he satisfied, and let the 
sequence {x”‘(t)} be obtained ,from (4.1) on a ,floating point system. Then, 
the sequence {x”‘(t) } oscillates, taking a .finite number qf’ calues gfter a 
certain m, and for x’“‘(t) in such an oscillatory state it holds that 
//xnl - y*1/ 6 (I-K) ‘(1-K) ’ 
x (M’M5 sup Ig(t, y*(t))1 + M2M6/If’[.v*]/I). (5.3) 
rt1L-l 
Proqf: Since we have already observed that the sequence {x”‘(t)} 
obtained on a floating point system oscillates, we need to show that the 
inequality (5.3) holds. For this, as earlier, successively we have 
/IX ,n + I -y “’ + ’ II 
dM’[M5 sup Ig(t,x’“(t))l +M3/j.Y”1+‘-x’P’~I 
fElV , 
+ M3 /I ynl+ ’ - ,,y + M’ llxnl - y”ll] 
+ M2[M6jlf[xm]I~ + M4 I1xrnf ’ - xrnll 
+ M4 /I ym + ’ - ,f// + M4 /Ix”l - yrnlll] 
6 K( I/xfn+ ’ - xny + /I ym + l - y’y + l/xn - yy ) 
+M’MS(M’//.~m-y”~~~ + sup Ig(t, x”(t))1 
fEl,V I 
+ sup IA(t)l /Ix” - yy ) + M2M6( M4 l/x”’ - 1’y 
ItI+, 
+ llSCY”‘1 II + IILII llXrn - fll 1 
~Kllxm+‘-ym+‘~I+2Kl~ym+‘-y’nI~+(~-K)~l~x~-y~’~j 
+ M’M5(M3 II Y” - Y* II + SUP I dt, Y*(t))1 
lElt,L, 
+ (zy\y, IA( II Y”‘- Y*Il) + M2M6(M4 II Y” - Y*ll 
+ llfCv*lll + IILII II Yrn - 4’*/11. 
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Thus, in view of (3.2) and (3.7) it follows that 
(I-K)IIx”‘+‘-y”+‘ll 
6 (M’MS sup Id& y*(l))1 + fww IIfC y*1 II) 
I t 12 I
+ (Z-K) k.II.Y’- )‘“‘I~ 
+ [2K+ (MW(M’+ sup IA([ 
ItI\. I 
-tM2M6(M4+ lILII)}(z-K*)~‘](K*)“‘~Iy’-yOl~ 
d (M’M5 sup Ig(c y*(t))1 + M2hf6 Il.fIYXIII 1 
,El,L, 
+ (Z- K) fQxm - ,.“y 
+ (Z-K) R(K*)“‘(z- K*) ’ I/ I” - J’O/I, 
which implies that 
m-t' 11.x -y+‘Il 
6kll,P-,fll +k(K*)m(z-K*)-'//y'-yo~I 
+ (I-- K)-‘(M’MS sup Ig(4 Y*(t))1 + M2M6 Il.fCY*l// 1. 
lEl\L, 
From the above inequality, we find that 
I/Xrn - Jq 
<(z-&y-K) ‘(M’M5 sup Ig(t, y*(t))1 +M’M”~l.f[y*]ll) 
re/.$ , 
IPI ~ I 
+ c VW-’ Z?(K*)‘(Z- K*) ’ 11 y’ - ~‘1) = d”, say. (5.4) 
!=O 
Let x’(t) be one of the given in (5.2) then since ~‘+~“(f) =x’(t), 
q = 0, 1, . ..) from (5.4) we find 
I/x’- 4’ /+4Pll <&+W’. (5.5) 
In (5.5) as q -+ co, yltYf’ (t) -+ y*(t), and the second term of d’+Yl’ tends to 
zero by the Toeplitz lemma. This completes the proof of (5.3). 
Remark 5.1. Since y*(t) E S( j, r’) the right side of (5.3) can easily be 
estimated. Further, if for all m, g”’ = 2 and f m =j: then inequalities (4.4) 
and (4.5) can be used in (5.3), to obtain 
llXrn - y* II 
,<(z-R)-‘(z-K)-‘[M’M5(z-M5)-’ sup Ig(t, y*(t))/ 
Itl&\ll 
+ MZhf6(Z- lw) ~ l llf[ y*] )I 1. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 4.2 be satisfied, and let the 
sequence (x”(t)} be obtained ,from (4.1) on u floating point system. Then, 
the conclusion qf Theorem 5.1 holds with (5.3) replaced by 
I~.Y”’ - y*ll < (I- 3K) ‘(Al’?+ M’r4). 
Proqf: The proof is contained in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
6. STOPPING CRITERION 
In order to detect whether the sequence {x”(t)} obtained from (4.1) on 
a floating point system has attained an oscillatory state, it is necessary to 
store all x”‘(t), m = 0, 1, . . . . in the memory unit until the equality (5.1) is 
verified. However, in practical computations we stop the process by the 
inequality 
~1~“’ - x”‘~ ’ 11 < r6, (6.1) 
where r6 is a nonnegative vector. Naturally, each component of rh cannot 
be two small, since llYn -x”’ ’ 11 does not always tend to zero as m -+ a. 
The following result provides a sufficient condition for the vector r6 so that 
the process can be stopped by the criterion (6.1). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the conditions qf Theorem 4.1 be satisfied, and let the 
sequence (x”‘(t)} be obtainedfrom (4.1) on a ,fi’oating point system. Further, 
let M5 and Mh be such that 
p[(Z- R) ‘(B-K”)] < 1. (6.2) 
Then, the process (4.1) can be stopped by the criterion (6.1) (f 
r6>2(1-2k+ K*)~‘(Z-K)~~‘(M’M5 sup Ig(t, x’+‘(t))1 
rsl,v~, 
+M2M611fCxm ‘Ill). (6.3) 
Proof Let Y ’ (t) be in an oscillatory state. Then, from the inequality 
(5.3), we have 
lb I)1 ’ - y*/I 6 (I- &‘(I- K)-‘(&I’M’ sup Jg(t, y*(t))/ 
1 E Jh 1 
+~*mIfCY*lIl). (6.4) 
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Since x+‘(t) 1s in oscillatory state, x”(t) is also in an oscillatory state, 
and hence from (5.3) and (6.4), we get 
llxrn - xm ’ 11 <2(Z-@‘(Z-K) ‘(M’W sup Ig(t, J)*(t))1 
f t I,\ I 
+ M2M6 Ilfl.Y*l II 1. (6.5) 
Next, as earlier we find 
(M’M5 sup Ig(t, Y*(t))1 + M2@ IlfCY*III) 
, E I.$V 1
<(M’M5M3+M’M5 sup IA(t)1 +WM6AP+WM6llLll (6.6) 
f E I.\ I 
x 11x-l -y*II+(MW sup ~g(t,Xm~‘(t))l+M2M611f[X”‘~‘]11) 
r E I,,, , 
and hence, from (6.4) it follows that 
11.x “-‘-y*~I<(z-k)~ ‘(r-K)~‘[(I-K)R-2K]Il~~” ‘-)‘*/I 
+ (Z-k) -‘(I-K)-‘(M’W sup /g(t, Xn7 l(t))1 
IEI,L-, 
+ M2M6 llfCx”‘- ’ 1 II 13 
which in view of (6.2) implies that 
II-X nz-‘-y*ll 6(z-2~+K*)~‘(z-K)~‘(M’M5 sup Ig(t,x”- ‘(t))l 
f t 1.1 I
+ M2M6 Ilf[x”- ‘Ill ). 
Using this estimate in (6.6), we obtain 
(MIMS sup Id4 Y*(t))1 + ~*~“IlfCy*111) 
r t h - I 
< [[(z-K)K-2K](z-2k+K*)~‘(z-K) ‘+I] 
x(M’hP sup Ig(t,,u”-l(t))1 +M2M611f[xm-‘]II) 
1 E IA I 
6 (Z- K)(Z- @(I- 2k+ K*)- ‘(z-q’ 
x (M’M5 sup Ig(t, Y+‘(r))l +WMqj-[x~‘-‘]~~ ). 
rE1h-i 
Substituting this estimate in (6.5), we finally get 
l/Xm-xn’-’ /I <2(Z-2k++*) ‘(z-K)-’ 
x (M’M5 sup Ig(t, x”-‘(t))/ +M’Wllf[x”- ‘Ill). 
I E IA I 
Thus, (6.1) is satisfied if (6.3) holds. 
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Remark 6.1. If for all m, g”’ = ,ij and ,j”” = ,L then inequalities (4.4) and 
(4.5) can be used in (6.3), to obtain 
rha2(1-2Z?+K*) ‘(Z-K) ’ 
x [M’M5(Z- MS) -’ sup Ijj(t, x”‘~+‘(t))l 
IEI\-, 
+M2M6(Z-W) ’ sup li,f[x’~’ ‘]jl]. 
IEl\ I 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the conditions of‘ Theorem 4.2 he satisfied, and let the 
sequence { Yn( t) } h e obtained from (4.1) on a ,floating point system. Then, 
the process (4.1) can be stopped by the criterion (6.1) $ 
r6 3 2(1- 3K) -‘(M1r3 + M2r4). 
Proof The proof is immediate. 
7. AN EXAMPLE 
The boundary value problem 
q” = l(je’q, ~(o)=~(l)=o r=f 
( > 
(7.1) 
arises in applications involving the diffusion of heat generated by positive 
temperature-dependent sources. For instant, if z = 1 it arises in the analysis 
of Joule losses in electrically conducting solids, with j representing the 
square of the constant current and eV the temperature-dependent resistance, 
or in frictional heating with /I representing the square of the constant shear 
stress and e” the temperature dependent fluidity. 
If cxb = 0, then the problem (7.1) has a unique solution 
(i) if fl=O, then q(p)=0 
(ii) if LX = 0, then q(p) = (b/2) pL(p - 1). 
If $’ < 0, then the problem (7.1) has as many solutions as the number 
of roots of the equation c = m cash c/4, 1 a so f or each such c, the solu- 
tion is 
q,(p)= -t{ln[cosh(fci(p-i))]-ln[cosh(ici)]}. 
From the equation c = m cash c/4 it follows that if 
(7.1) has two solutions 
(7.1) has one solution 
(7.1) has no solution. 
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If c$ > 0, then the problem (7.1) has a unique solution 
where (l/4) c, E (-7r/2, n/2) is the root of the equation c/4 = 
Jmm cos(c/4). 
For the problem (7.1) we consider its discrete analog as 
B 
v(t+ I)-2v(f)+v(~-1)=(n:e w(r) , t = 1, 2, . ..) ,v 
r/(O)=q(N+ 1)-O, 
which in system form can be written as 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
In (7.2), (7.3) we shall assume that [cl1 d 1 and IfiI d 1. 
Let j(t) = (0, O)T be an approximate solution of (7.2), (7.3) so that 
For this approximate solution, we take A(t)= [01 i], and L[y]= 
[A :I[ $$] + [i ?] [ $Ej], then the following are easy to compute 
YUl=[l~tt ,:,I> G=UWl=[-lN l+oN], 
ff’Cd(t)l= 
(1 +s)(1 +N-t) -s(l +N-t) 
(1 +s)(N- t) s(N- t) 1 ~(s- 1) 
1 N 
+ 1 +N,=,+, --CL 
t(N-s) -t(l +N--s) 
(1 +t)(N-s) -(l +t)(l +AJ--s) 1 4s - 11, 
l+N--t t 
N-t l+t 1 1 
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and hence 
i 
t(l+N)(l+N-r)+2t t(l+N)(l+N-t) 
‘o?r?* (1 +t)(l +N)(N-r-2(N-t) (1 +t)(l +N)(N-t) 1 
’ 
= M*. 
Also. we have 
for all t~l,~-, and YE s(O, r), where r = (r, v), 
IIf,.[ y] - LlI = 0, we can take M4 = 0. 
Thus we find 
r> 0. Further, since 
1 0 er K=M’M3+M2M4=- 
I I 8 0 e’ 
and note that p(3K) < 1 if (3/8) e’< 1, i.e., Yd 0.980829... . Further, 
(I- 3K)-‘(M’d’ + M*6*) d r provided (l/S)[ 1 - (3/8) e’] -’ < V, i.e., 
0.238565607... < r<0.814141745... . Therefore, if r = 0.238565607 then all 
the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and Newton’s scheme (3.1) for 
the problem (7.2), (7.3) converges to the unique solution y*(t) in 
s(O, r) = {y(t) E B(0, N): 11 y(t)11 GO.238565607 (1, 1)‘). Moreover, since 
with this choice of r 
0 0.158678373 1 
K= 
0.188606078 
0 0.158678373 1 ’ (Z-K)-'= 0 1.188606079 1 
p= 0 0.377212157 1 1 0.605683237 0 0.377212157 ’ (z-K*)- l= 0 1.605683237 1 
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the error bound (3.3) reduces to 
11 y* - ~“11 6 (0.377212157)“(0.238565607)( 1, l)? 
Further, we have 
Thus, it follows that 
0 0 
1 
Q =O. 
~ x 1.269426987 
O (N+1)2 
561 
1 0 0 0 0.188606078 H=- 
[ I 2 0 0 0 1 0.188606078 ’ 
Hence, the error bound (3.9) gives 
n?+l 
IY, - y’1”l 6 (0.094303039) I y’; - y’z”- ‘12 (7.4) 
I? ;” + ’ - y’;‘l d (0.094303039) 1 yy - yy ’ / 2. (7.5) 
Since from (3.8) we have 
11 y1 - yell 6 0.148575759( 1, 1)’ 
inequality (7.5) easily determines 
IY2 “‘+‘+I;1 ~(0.094303039~~&~~/)~“‘(10.60411213) 
6 (0.014011 145)2m( 10.60411213). 
Finally, using this estimate in (7.4), we obtain the expected inequality 
I yy - ~1’1 6 (0.014011145)‘“( 10.60411213). 
We also note that for this particular example the error bound (3.10) 
reduces to 
II Y m+’ -~“‘/l 6 (0.377212157)2”‘~~2(0.0020817166)(1, 1 ‘: 
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